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NASA TURBINE BLADE MODAL TESTING STUDY
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this study was to develop testing procedures which
could be used to modal test turbine blades. The methods studied
were methods which used and extended current modal testing proce-
dures. An acoustical impacting testing method was perfected for
testing small turbine blades.
REVIEW OF CURRENT TECHNOLOGY
The current procedures for testing blades can be divided into the
conventional frequency response methods and the optical holograp-
hie methods. The technology investigated in this study was
limited to conventional frequency response testing methods. The
methods evaluated during the study were optimized according to
blade size and mounting condition.
The most difficult testing situations were for small blades
and/or blades mounted in discs with loose or non-linear boundary
conditions. The study concentrated upon these measurement cases.
The larger blades could be studied by conventional frequency
response testing methods where a small accelerometer, strain gage
or some other small displacement pickup is mounted on the blade
and an exciter system(impactor or electro-mechanical exciter) is
used to excite the modes of vibration.
The small blades, in general, had high natural frequencies and
low modal mass. As a result, with current state-of-thy;-art
transducers and exciter systems it is impossible to measure the
eigenvalues and eigenvectors without significant errors due to
the mass loading of the blade by the measurement system.
The smallest commercial exciters and impedance heads cause sign-
ificant frequency shifts in those modes of vibration where the
impedance heads contributed significant mass to the mode of
vibration. In general, this would be modes of vibration which
had significant motion normal to the force sensing direction of
the impedance head. Since the impedance head could not measure
these °once, they were not considered in the frequency response
measurements.
Also, the small blades are, in general, rather stiff and as a
result it is difficult to excite the blades to high displacement
values at the high natural frequency of the blades. Therefore,
non-contacting displacement pickups are often not sensitive
enough to make good measurements.
EXCITATION METHOD
An impacting method was chosen to excite the small blades since
there is not mass loading effeetwith this method. A small hand
held impacting hammer was specially developed for the turbine
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blade testing. A standard small PCB impacting hammer was pur-
chased and used as the starting point for the hammer construe-
Lion. The load cell was removed for this hammer and fitted with
F a very 1_ight weight epoxy reinforced handle. The mass of the
hammer was reduced to a minimum in order to excite the frequency
range of interest and to reduce the possibility of multiple
- _
	
impacts.
A special conical tip was machined on the tip by PCB. This is
important for achieving repeatiable results on the frequency
response measurements. Small impact caps can be used to reduce
the frequency range inputs for impacting on larger or more flex-
ible blades.
Unfortunately, for the small blades with the hand held impactor
it requires good manual dexterity to operate the small hammer.
For even smaller blades, a small ball bearing can be used to
impact the blades. For this case it was not possible to measure
the. input force. As a result, the frequency response of the
blades could not be measured. The natural frequency could be
measured from response spectra and estimates of mode shape could
be estimated by the mass loading method described in Appendix A.
RESPONSE MEASUREMENTS
The response of the blades was measured whenever possible with a
small accelerometer bonded at one point on the blades. The
accelerometer was placed as close to the root of the blade as
possible to minimize loading effects. It was important to pick a
point where the modes of the blade could be measured. mall
strain gages could also be used, however, for this work no strain
gages were evaluated. In most applications it would not be
necessary to have calibrated frequency response measurements
since only the eigenvalues and eigenvectors would be the desired
measurement result.
Non-contact probes were evaluated for measuring the response.
Eddy current displacenjent probes were evaluated, tut due to the
small vibration levels and the difficulty of mounting the probes,
they were not practical without constructing a special fixture
for mounting and possibly scanning the probe. Optical displace-
ment probes may be practical but were not evaluated during this
contract because they were not available to the University.
Again it would be necessary to have a probe positioning fixture.
Microphones were found to be very practical for measuring the
response of the small blades. They are very sensitive to high
frequency vibration of the blades particularly if the blades are
lightly damped. Also, the positioning of the microphone is not
critical.	 A great deal of work was spent on developing the
microphone measurement method.
	 A detailed analysis of this
method is presented in Appendix B. The primary disavantage of
!
	
	 the microphone method is that ambient noise can cause problems.
Special filters maybe required to filter out high background
.'	 TURBINE BLADE TESTING 	 page 2
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noise problems. Also, there are some modes which are not good
radiators of noise. Acoustica^. modes in the testing environment
can be important, as a result, an aneehoic chamber is the ideal
testing environment.
s
IMPACTOR DESIGN - AND EVALUATION
The design of the impactor is shown in Figure 1. A light weight
handle was designed and modally tuned. The hammer was calibrated
using a small Quixote Measurement Dynamics hammer calibrator. A
typical calibration curve is shown in Figure 2. The hanN er could
be us3d to a frequency of 30 , 000 Hz. or greater if impdcting on a
hard surface.
MICROPHORF
A Sig
 one inch sound level microphone was used to measure the
sound radiated by the blade under impacting conditions.
TEST EQUIPMENT
A HP 5423A Structural Dynamics Analyzer was used to make the
impact measurements. Mode shapes and natural frequency could be
determine directly with the 5423 for the data taken with small
accelerometers. Due to the time delays present with the micro-
phone, the curve fitting in the 54.'_3 was not adequate. The data
was either transferred to a HP 9816 desk top computer or the HP
5451C Fourier Analyzer system where it could be curve fit with
the complex exponential curve fitting algorithm which can handle
the time delay problem. P-natrol Corp.'s "PRISM" desk top modal
software package was used to do the curve fitting in the 9816 and
the University of Cine.l.nnati "RTE MODAL" program was used in the
5451C system.
TEST PROCEDURE
Turbine Blade Boundary Condition.
The mounting condition for the turbine blade is very important.
The easiest testing condition is a free-free condition, however,
for most situations this is not acceptable. As a result in most
cases the blade will be tested in a fixture which will duplicate
the true mounting condition or by actually mounting the blade in
its operating system.
The boundary condition at the root of the blade is very difficult
to duplicate in the laboratory. In many cases, the blade is
seated by centrifugal force during operation but in the
laboratory it is free to move. This causes obvious r eoblems with
measuring the true operating frequencies and damping values.
There are addition problems due to " rattles" ai . d other non-
-linear ' behavior which make it difficult to obtain good frequency
response measurements. This condition can be improved by pre-
loading the blade in its mount which can be done by shimming the
blade or by bonding the blade with a removable glue.
TURBINE BLADE TESTING
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If the purpose of the test is to compare with finite element
results, then it is best not to measure the blade in the actual
operating system since this condition has many modes of vibration
associated with the total system and, in general, has many mea-
surement problems due to non-linear behavior of th-e turbine
system. The best approach is to model the, system in a configura-
tion which can be easily tested in the laboratory. This would be
In a free-free condition or in a simple fixture which effectively
mass loads the blade root. The mass loading is used to have
forces acting on the blade root during the testing process.
Transducer Location
The location of the transducer should be picked, so that it is
sensitive to those modes important in the evaluation of the
blade, but minimizes the loading effects of the transducers. A
position near the root of the blade is ideal since it offers
reduced loading effects. Of course, several positions should be
evaluated to mimimize the possiblity of missing an important
mode. To evaluate the loading effects, two transducers can be
used. One located at a fixed location on the blade and one which
can be moved to likely mounting points on the blade. The fixed
transducer can be used to measure the shift in frequency as the
roving transduccr is positioned. This shift will be representive
of the shift pr ,--sent in the actual testing condition.
In the case of the microphone testing method the transducer is
,_- positioned at a point where the modes under investigation radiate
a good sound pattern. It should be noted that whether the micro-
phone is mounted in the near field or the far field is not
important. However, in the near field the sound pressure levels
of the radiated sound are higher and as a result the signal to
!r noise ratio is nigher which is a better signal processing condi-
tion. It is important in the near field that once the test is
started no relative motion between the test object and the micro-
phone exists. If the microphone is in the far field the relative
position effects are minimized. In practice, the microphone has
been placed approximately four inches from the blade being
E	 tested.
Excitation Considerations
The type of excitation is determined by the test setup acid the
size of the blade. The impacting method i3 better for the
smaller blades. On the larger blades, impacting is also desire-
able, except for the cases where there are signbificant non-
linearities in the test article or it becomes necessary to zoom
into a small frequency range. For these cases and electo-mech-
anical exciter system could be used.
TURBINE BLADE TESTING 	 page 6
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Signal Processing
The type of signal processing that should be used is standard for
the freequency response testing with the exception that for the
microphone measuremen ts it is important to minimized the effects
of the time delay of the sound measurements. This can be done by
using a pre - trigger delay between the force channel and the
microphone channel.
For a test using an electro-mechanical exciter system, it is
^ important to use signal processing and excitation methods to
minimize the effects of "leakage". Force ane exponential windows
should be used for the impacting test.
3
Finite Element Analysis
Whenever possible it is good to have a finite element analysis
performed on the turbine blade being tested. For extremely,
small blades it is difficult to locate a large number of test
points on the turbine blade. For these cases, the basic nature
of the modes of vibration can be determined from the testing, and
the finite element modes can be used to describe the modes. The
natural frequencies obtained from the test can be used to adjust
the finite element model. For these cases, it would be advisable
to test the blade in two steps, a free-free test and a mounted
test. The blade should be modelled with a finite element program
in both conditions for comparison. The free-free test would be
used to verify the turbine blade model and the finite element
system model should be used to adjust the boundary conditions.
TEST RESULTS
A number of different turbine blades were tested during this
study program. The blades sizes were varied from very small to
large.
Test Setup
A typical photograph of the testing setup is shown in Figure 3.
The equipment shown is the HP 5423A and the HP 9816 desk top
`	 computer. In Figure 4, a photograph of the impacting test on a
larger blade is shown with a small accelerometer mounted on the
blade. In Figure 5, the same blade is shown with the microphone
being used as a pickup. The set-up typical of smaller blades is
shown in Figure 6.
A typical test is shown in progress in Figure T.
Frequency Response Measurements
Impact testing was primarily used during this testing program. A
great deal of effort was spent on perfecting a testing method for
small blades. A special hammer was constructed by rebuilding a
standard small PCB impact hammer. A very light weight handle was
constructed from epoxy coated balsa wood.
	 This hammer was then
M
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modally tuned to eliminate any hammer modes which would effect
the force spectrum. The hammer has a special conical tip which
improves the repeatablity of the force signal. A typical force
---	 ---speotrum--i-s--show -n- in -Figure 8.
Frequency*response measurements made on a small turbine blade
with the small impact hammer are shown in Figure 9 and 10 for a
driving point and cross measurement.
The small hammer can be used to measure frequency response
functions with a maximum frequency of over 30,000 Hz. The actual
frequency range is determined by the hardness of the contact zone
between the hammer and the turbine blade.
It takes a person with good manual dexterity to use the hammer,
therefore, it is important to practice before performing a func-
tional test.
With practice, the frequency response measurements made with the
small hammer gave excellent results even on the smallest blades
tested.
Parameter Estimation
For the cases where an accelerometer is used, the standard single
and multi-degree of freedom modal parameter estimation algorithms
can be used to estimate the modal parameters (frequency, damping,
and mode shapes).
For the microphone cases it is necessary to use a method which
has the auility to handle the phase shift due to the time delay
caused by the propagation of the sound signal. A pre-trigger
delay can be used to reduce this effect and the standard methods
of analysis can often be used. The complex exponential algorithm
can be used to obtain the desired results even with significant
delays present in the data. A modified parameter estimation
method was developed which can take the time delay directly into
consideration. This method is desribed in detail in Appendix A.
Typical Results
A large number of blades were tested as part of this study. A
set of typical results is shown in Appendix B. A comparison
between standard testing methods and the acoustical method is
shown.
For very small blades the difficulty is locating points on the
1
	 blade. In these cases only enough points were taken to correlate
the results with the finite element results.
For cases where a large number of blades are mounted on a turbine
disc, a problem with group modes can develop. A group mode is
one where In a very narrow frequency range, a large number of
modes of the same nature exist. This is caused by the large
number of blades and is exaggerated by the slightly different
TURBINE BLADE TESTING
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tuning of each individual blade on the disc. For these cases, it
Is necessary to zoom in on the Frequency range, to separate the
closely spaced modes. For close zoom ranges it is often diffi=	 f
-- cult to obtain good frequency response measurements with impact
testing, For these cases, a test where the turbine disc is
excited with an electro-mechanical device is a-better solution
because the energy can be concentrated in the frequency range of
interest. By exciting on the turbine disc, the loading effects
of the exciter system are minimized from the test considerations.
CarE must be taken to locate a point on the turbine disc which
will excite the modes of interest.
SUMMARY
A method bas been developed for testing small turbine blades.
This methot uses a non-contact microphone and impact testing to
eliminate the transducer loading problems associated with conven-
tional testing methods. For larger blades, the more conventional
testing methods work well.
TURBINE BLADE TESTING 	 page 1T
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D.5 ONE CHANNEL FREQUENCY RESPONSE AND MODE PPRAM.ETER
MEASUREMENTS
in order to measure the frequency res-por.se  of a system,.
it is necessary to measure the input signal and output
response of a system (see Section IV of Appendix A). There
are cases in which it is either impossible or inconvenient
to measure the input of a system, or the data processing
equipment is only avaiiahle for processing one channel of 	 !
data, .n this case, an ap prox i mat i on of the freeuency re-
sponse and approximate mode coeff_ciert can be obtained by
measuring the response s pectrum only. The measurement is
,
made by altering the test system ':y adding mass or connect-
ing some other structure to the test system at selected
points and then measuring the shift in natural frequency of
the new systeh,.
The simplest ,method -S ,hat o f adding mass :o the sys tem
at a predetermined point. The driving point frequency
response at the point (P_) where the mass has been added to the
structure can be written as:
X	 n	 (*A)_ 
z
^i i
for a system which can be a pproximated by real normal modes.
Or rewriting In terms of ef:ect_ve sT,ffness, mass, and
damping:
n	 1
If
	
= L
=1 Ai-! A.m^+ Ai
 wi
D.j.=
35L►
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where OAi ti eigenvector
W  ti natural frequency of i th mode
P ;
 ti damping coefficient of i th mode
t_	 KA ti effective stiffness of ith mode at point ai
mA ti effective mass of ith mode at aoint ai
CA ti effective damping of i `h mode at point a
i
The frequency res ponse at point A which is modified by
connecting an additional system is given by the following
expression:	 i
tHAA
(HAA ) f 1+Za.
	 D .
d	
5•'
C
where	 (-'AA)i = initial frequency response at point A
(H AA) f = final frequency response after sys':em
is altered
iic = frequency response of connecting system
m:or pure mass	 D,5,4
m = added mass
Substituting D.5.4.and D.5.2 into equation D.5.3, the
resulting equation is obtained;
__ X	 _ n	 1	 D.^.S
AA f	 F- f	 l	 - AlA• *m1m` +cq W+]A	 i=1 Ai	 i
35:.
a
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The natural frequency of the original system for the
itr, mode is:
jk-A..
m
and for the modified system is:
kAi
mAi+n
Therefore, e quation D.5.6 and D.5.7 can be solved for	 ,a
Kai and mai in terms of the measured fre quencies and the
added mass (m) or: 	 3.
"	 1
"Ai =m	 2
X22-1
rlf
and
2
if
kAi " ?n	 2
The damping term can be measured from the half-power
points, rate of decay or by any number of di_ferent techniques.
Once 
m
ia' `pia' and C. are known, then the fre q uency response
of the driving point can be estim,.,-ed from equation D.5.2.
i
If the mass is ;roved from point to point on the 'structure,	 c^
s
then the eigenvector or mode shape can be obtained from
3^0
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The acoustic pressure is also expressed by jwf,
then-by formula-(3) , the acoustic pressure is
PA = JwP ^! ed..s	 (4)(	 Ss
Suppose that the structure surface is composed of
these piston sources , the acoustic pressure is
P =L = 'iwsz 
1 Vi f^  eJxd4 	(5)A Z	 a.I zx JJs Aria
When a force is applied at a point i on the
structure , the velocity(Vm) of the piston can be
expressed as follows.
Vro = j  iFi	 UO UL	 Uw U;	 (6)
requenS) ryas onV function
Then formula (5) becomes 	 J
PA =
_ws p 
z 48;. 'F	
^ dS^
r	
rZ(t U,,
,^ ^d'S"^j.`c (8)
J	 r  	 Qr J
+---------------------------------------------------------+
A
f	 iiii
Po z, m
Rigid Bathe
i
+---------------------------------------------------------+
Fig-3 RADIATION MODEL
6
aPER
Laplace program (User program Y70, see Appendix B) was
then used to calculate the natural frequencies and damping
coefficients in the zoom transformed range. The procedure
gave very repeatable results for the natural frequency
measurement. For example, the second bending mode frequency
was at 4328 Hz, and the standard deviation was only 0.25
Hz for the measurement. In Figure D.5.1 the first three
measured mode shapes are given for the beam. As can be
seen from this figure, reasonable mode shapes are obtained.
The technique also has application for cases where 	 =
two channel measurements can be made to obtain good scaling
values for eigenvectors. A known mass can be added tc
the system and the change in the natural frequency can be
determined and used to compute the effective mass or stiff-
ness of a mode of vibration. A series of :passes can be
adc'ed and the effective mass can be determined in a least
square sense from these series of measurements for improved
accuracy.
The rigid body modes of a complex system can be determined
by moving a known mass around the system and calculating the
effective mass of the six.rigid body modes. From the six
rigid body modes, the location of the center of grav-ty and
the rotary moments of inertia can be determined.
D.6 MICROPHONE MODE SHAPE MEASUREMENTS s
Several times during the thesis project a microphone
was used with impact testing for determining the natural
358
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FIGURE D.5-1 MODES 1-3 FOR GRAPHITE-EPDXY BEAMS
r
frequency and damping factors for small lightly damped
systems. Since the microphone didn't contact the part
being tested, it never loaded the part and the measured
frequency and damping factor were accurate. (see Appendix
D.5). Very good mode shapes could also be determined by
fixing the microphone in space and using imparting techniques
tc measure the mode shape vibration of the part. The mode
shape was determined by moving the impactor from point to 	 =
point on the part being tested. The level of vibration
for each mode varied with the impact point by an amount
propo.-,tional to -:he modal coeff • ciert at that point. The
microphone measured the sound radieted by the part which is
a measure of the vibration of the part. Since the microphone
is positioned remotely from the part, there is a phase delay
in the resulting frequency response; therefore, circle fitting
or Laplace fitting should be used to measure the modal cocf-
ficient .
350
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ACOUSTIC MODAL ANALYSIS
ABSTRACT
The-modal parameters estimation technique for the
_requency response function which is the ratio of an
acoustic signal to an input force was developed in this
paper. By this technique we could estimate frequencies
,dampings ,modal vectors and modal mass. In modal
analysis the modal mass cannot be estimated without a
driving point measurement. But this technique can -
handle the modal mass without a driving point
measurement.
This paper includes two examples (Turbine blade,
T—plate). The results were compared with the results by
modal analysis and it had a good correlation. Moreover,
in order to check the accuracy of the results twa
attempts were performed. One is that the frequency
response functiins at a different microphone position
were predicted. Another is the prediction of the
frequency response function of the modified structure
with some amount of mass. Both had good results.
,. W
i
1
{f .
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ACOUSTIC MODAL ANALYSIS
Natation in this paper
	tQ	 Velocity potential
	
S	 = Area of the structure surface
	
R	 = Distance from the each point on the structure
to the microphone
	
1	 _ Distance between the structure and the microphon??
	
w	 =	 Frequency (=27Cf)
wdr = Damped natural frequency of r-th mode
	wt
	= Undamped natural frequency of r-th mode
	
C	 = Sound speed
	
k	 = Wave number (w/C)
Pr = Eigen value of the r-th mode
	
Sr	 = Delay rate of r-th mode (damping)
	
N	 = Number of points measured on the structure
	
M	 = Number of modes of interest
	
L	 =	 Number of points which radiate the noise
to the microphone
	
r	 = Mode number
	
p	 =	 Density of the air
	
P	 =	 Acoustic pressure
	
G	 =	 Experimental freeuency response
	
H	 =	 Analytical frequency response
	
Y	 =	 Residual mass
	
Z	 -	 Residual flexibility
	
r	 =	 Damping factor
2
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i	 INTRODUCTION	 i	 CHAPTER 1
t	 ^
When one efficiently reduces the noise from the
structures , the technique to determine the dynamic
characteristics of the structure and predict the
radiated noise is required. So far some papers have
been devoted to this area but these papers have used the
method as in Figure 1. The drawbacks of this method are
that the noise radiation cofficiency must be predicted
because it is very difficult to predict for the
complicated structures and modes.-
In order to resolve this problem , the technique in
this paper determines directly the characteristics of a
structure using an acoustic signals as illustrated in
Figure 2. By this technique the radiated noise can be
predicted without the calculation of the noise radiation
cofficiency.
Moreover , the merits of this technique are,
1) It is not necessary to put the accelrometer
--onto the structure.
?) Directly the mode which contributes much to the
radiated noise can be found.
not necessary to calculate the noise
radiation cofficiency.
3
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Fig-2 Flow of the noise reduction
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2.1	 THE RADIATION OF SOUND
In tkis paper the radiation by a plane piston will
be used as the acoustic model. But the details will not
be discussed here if anyone wants to know the details
please refer to - the references [1],[21,131.
The radiation of a piston can be analysed by a
general method if the velocity potential and its normal
derivative are known on the bounding surface.
The v Slocity potential of a point-source with
strength fjdS , radiating into a solid angle 27L is
^	 .. ... dy= 2lt(dn ) R dS.	 .
If these point sources exist in the plate and
_outside-these., , sour.ces..is::o.ecupj!ad by a• . rigid baffle
the velocity potential at a point A (Figure 3) is
obtained by adding the potentials d of the individual
point sources over the area S,with the retarded phase
expressed by the factor exp(-jkR). that is
5p =--.L ^
.J	
R
RS
Moreover , if the velocity of the piston surface is
V , V=-%wt , then the potential is expressed as (3).
T z7L VJJ e Ss
f
t
EE	 '
(3)
i
tt
i
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The acoustic pressure is also expressed by Jwf,
z
then -by formula ( 3) , the acoustie pressure is
PA=JW F 
ffs
	
eft
	
(4)
^ 
E
Suppose that the structure surface is composed of
these piston sources , the acoustic pressure is
PA=
	
= ^w3Z V. eJkd	 (5)
w
When a force is applied at a point i on the
structure , the velocity(Vm) of the piston can be
expressed as follows.
Vm jwk-FL;
requensy
UM ai	 (4 U1
	 (6)t 
	
+r^sjo Z2 function
Then formula (5) becomes 	
v
PA
mew f ^,fw /P)+ •p-p^JJ °J.Is Rr
__w^.P	 ll^•(` u^ ff + tl"^ U' ,^ f ^'dS"^^.^C ( 8 )
ar J	 r	 11i• cl	 ^r
-----------------------------------------------------------
A
o
1	 ^
Po t m S ^
Rigid Baffle
f
----------------------------------------------------------+
Fig.3 RADIATION MODEL
►'n
6
qW :s^
ff
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2.2 FREQUENCY RESPONSE FUNCTION
2.2.1	 FAR FIELD MODEL
In the far field model , the following condition
can be assumed.
R>>d
	
(9)
	
Therefore,	 R=Rm:l=cost.
exp(-JkR)=exp(-Jkl)exp(-JkAR)	 (10)
Where,	 R=usin(8)cos(41)
Formula (8) becomes
4 0 4. (L I& Ards) (z A;
PA 	 pie)
	
^^	 )
+-------------www-w ww-www-----www-------------------------^'
!	 A
I	 I
I	 .^	 1
/	 I
i	 R	 I
i	 Rm	 1	 i
i	 Ii	 r	 I
I	 i
i	 d
I
+---------------------------------------------------------+
Fig-4 ACOUTIC RADIATION MODEL(FAR FIELD)
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Putting kusine--z' and kresine = z; ,and using rela t ions
from Bessel function theory,we get
exp(-jkusin&cosj)dS_fa
G
du rp(-jkusinAcos0)d0
o	 s	
10
2X uJ,( z) d u
o	 ,
a-^ z'j(z)dz'asp .
--=zd(z,)Cksn9T^^)
=Zlt t^;
	
-for- 	 (12 )
By using formula ( 12) ,formula (11) becomes
PA a_WIZt ^ aA	 *	 rexp(—jkl)-F. i (13)
	
► .t Qrlj P^ aqa-P)	 9
where, 1 :2?•,
	
PA /FL _-w,*exp(-jkl)L{a(rff*_+ 	 A
	 (14)
Suppose that every diameter of pistons /
 is the same value
PA /F`  _ -wzexp (-jkl)^,f1	+^^(-,! )	 (15)
	
r-1 kiy	 0f-P) 	 "-P'r,
When the acoustic pressure is measured with shifted
the retarded time (1/c) ,
Vhere. j . u't=fun
CF _ QrB
Formula (16) is a freauency response function which
is the ratio of an input force to an acoustic pressure
with shifted a retarded time (1/0.
s
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2 +2-; 2 NEAR r IELD MODEL
In the near field model , the conditions (R»d) as
in the far field model are not required , therefore this
model is more practical than the far field model.
Suppose that the piston surfaces are very small
formula (8) becomes
PA /Fr =-v L' { U: .tla	 + Gtt IVA	 }	 (17)
L
where , uA zun •dSh exp(-JkR)/$
A-i
u;.=tugAdSi exp (-dkR )/R
JIM,
Formula (17) expresses a frequency response
function in the near field. Continuous systems have an
infinite number of degrees of freedom but , only a
finite number of modes -can be used to describe the
dynamic characteristics of a system . The theoretical
number of degrees of freedom can be reduced by using a
finite frequency range of interest
	 Therefore, the
frequency response can be broken up into three parts(0, fj : fs , f::ft
 , oo) . In this case Formula (17) can be
expressed as follows.
PA, 
iF4 -Y i-v`Z:{ 
U; UA +_ Le u'
' } -w ZA;	 (18)
A example of a frequency response is illustrated in
Figure 5.
1V
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Fig-5 FREQUENCY RESPONSE FUNCTION
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As a frequency response function in the near field
involves that in the far field ana is more practical
in this chapter a estimation technique of the model
parameters will be developed for the near field model.
3.1	 FREQUENCY/DAMPING ESTIMATION
In this-section some techniques for estimating
frequencues and dampings will be shown. But technique
(1) through (3) are applicable only for cases where the
system is lightly damped or the modes are well
separated.
(1) Suppose that the difference of the two frequencies
where the value of the magnitude of the frequency
response becomes .
 Va of.. the. peak is A ,.
r `dwf Q / (19)
(2)- Suppose that' tae-- `d,fffererice of the- two frequencies
where th,i.value of„ the quadrature response becomes 1/a
of the peak is Aw ,
(20)
(3) The damping factor can be obtained by the variation
of the phase angle around the resonance,that is
(4) The frequencies and dampings can be estimated as
global values by an unit+wvulse response and a least
square sense . Now the unit impulse response can be
obtained by a Fourier trsnsfos rm of Formula (17) as
olimiNAL PAGE 19
it
}
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follows	 as IL des -c) c a& 4 * ^^t )
°° ^eS., ll^lt#^ L° ,^ ^_^ 14.0 e ^ eA'
a ^ i ^+ ar	 tAW Rr P 	 7
+ ,4  
	
(22)
Formula (22) is the sane expression as the unit
impulse response of the vibration , so the same
procedure as that of the vibration can be used to
estimate the eigenvalues	 For details see reference
[4].
3.2 MODAL VECTOR ESTIMATION
The frequencies and dampings can be obtained by the
technique discussed in the previous section . Therefore
, modal vectors estimation technique will be developed
using these parameters in this section .
A frequency response function ir the near field is
P,^tFj =Yu, -w Z{	 + u*u^ }-w•ZAF.	 (18)
This equation will be used to estimate the modal
vector but this is difficult to solve because the
numerators are not constant and it is supposed to be a
big matrix problem , so it is not practical to directly
use_ th-is. 	 tiah:.._ . Nos^r:.in: :order . to solve tbi s problem
a l teratidn . procedure Will'be used (Figure 6)
First oP all, the numerators are assumed to be
constant complexthat• is
-^^PA /Fi 
=YAi -w L{	
Q`r* cl r+ :r	 } - ZA!
	
(23)
ry Jw - IP ju_ Pic
Equation (23) will be used to solve the first
approximaion of modal vectors. That-is , A +JB is
estimated from Formula (23) ,then by the relation of
Formula (18) and (23), the following N equations can be
obtained .
L
U L*• u,,S„•exp(-JkU/Rj/a}-Ar+;;ai,. 	 (24) -
fly
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Equations (24) can be solved as follows,
	
ui ( fir+jB.. )/ (A.+JBJ • exp(—JkRw) S/Rn	 (25)(i=1,N)-
Solutions (25) are the first approximation of
modal vectors.
(25) are instituted into uj /,ja_,. ,u;/Ja—,. (see (17) in
page 9) of equation ( 18) ,then from ( 18) u j /,J_at can be
estimated again. Next , these solutions are instituted
into the same terms of ( 18) as the above again and u`/^
are estimated again.
The above procedures are repeated until the change
of the solutions will be enough small .
In order to estimate the modal vectors from
equation (18) and ( 23) a least square method - will be
used. Let G represent the experimentally determined
frequency response function , and H represent the
mathematical model of formula (18),(23)
}=G(f)
	
f=f. ,fr 1f3 : s v fa	 (26)
4
	
C
tP1 =H(f,)j)_H(f ►Y,Y: .....'/, )	 (27)
FA "L
	
f= f. ,fa ,,,,f,,
where Y is modal vector
The error in the fit at frequency f K is
gk(Y) G( K')`=F;{•fk,')	 (28)
By minimizing the error term E *
 the modal vector
can be % determfined-. That :-is
a
E t _TE K (Y EK(Y) iE K	 1'	 (29)
fi KY
= [E (fx,^')+	 (fir'X)I =0	 (30)
the number of equations (30) is 2M+2 , so the 2M+2
unknowns(modal vector) can be solved from equations
(30). See Appendix A.
I
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Fig-6 MODAL VECTOR ESTIMATION FLOW
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3.3 MODAL VECTOR SCALING
By the iteration technique u / ar (i_1,N,r=1,M) can
x	 be estimated The denominator of this is a scaling factor
of a modal vector.
Suppose that a scaling fac''..or is R+31
ar=(R+JI) (31)
For the-case of prGpoetional damping
V r = j4'E.mt K*/-f (32)
Therefore , mr
	
R	
^Y41CVJAr (33)
;x	 Here a modal mass	 .ar be obtained.
15
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i	 RESULT OF .'.RALYSIS AND EXPERIMENT	 i	 CHAPTER 4
To check the effectiveness of this technique
developed in the previous chapter, two examples were
tested in the anechoic chamber. The first example
involves the turbine blade and the second example is
T-plate. The results will be shown below.
4.1
	 TUFBINE BLADE
The turbine blade structure is schematically shown
in Figure T. The microphone was set at 10 centimeters
away from the structure and each point on the structure
was impacted by a small hammer. As this structure is
small, the characteristics would change under the
condition with an accelrometer. But, to verify the
results the vibration and the acoustic test were
performed with the accelrometer.
The mode shapes of the both test are shown in
Figure 8 through. Figure 14. The Table 1. shows
Frequenaies;^--Dampt-n-gs-and` MAC value-between the acoustic
and vibration.	 ._
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E#
FREQUENCY(Hz)
 DAMPING()
M.A.C.
ACa• VIB. ACO. VIB.
1 465.7 466.5 2.681 2.546 0.878
2 912.0 911.9 1.317 1.3341 0.964
3 2274.6 2274.7 0.478 0.433 0.974
4 2572.7 2573.6 0.648 0.634 0.942
5 3661.1 3660.3 0.489 0.450 0.915
6 3952.0 3952.4 1 0.507 0.477 0.332
7 4199.5 4182.1 1.698 1.434
+-------------------------------------------------------------+
Table 1 FREQUENCY,DAMPING AND M.A.C.
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4.2 T-PLATE
The test configuration is illustrated in Figure 1.5,
Figure 16.
e It was tested at a microphone position 1 as In
Figure 15.
e The number of points is 96 as in Figure 16.
The microphone used is B&K one inch microphone
and the analyser is HP-5423A .
e The frequency range is 1706.25Hz to 3306.25Hz.
In order to compare the results it was also tested with
an accelrometer at a point 91.
4.2.1
	 CONTRIBUTION OF MODE TO NOT
As mentioned earlier this technique has merits as
below.
(1) Modes which contribute much to the total noise
at a certain microphone position can be directly
found.
(2) It is not necessary to attach an accelrometer
onto the structure.
Item ( 1) is shown in Figure 17. These data are a
summation of frequency responsa functinos at all points
--	
. tea.=tl^e- : structure•.:, -- . - 
 	
-- -	 - 	
-	
-- .	
. -
	
_	
..
In case of the vibration test this kind of data
much depends on a point which an accelrometer is
attached .to.., -. In th-i.s case.: ,_ made 1 does- not seem. -to be
'significant mode , but by the lower data mode 1 can be
recognized t-o be a mode which contributes much to the
total noise at this microphone position.
To check the affect of the accelrometer load, the
tests were performed with and without the accelrometer.
The result is shorn in Tabla 2. The significant changes
in frequency can be found. This changes could be
remarkable for a small structure, so this technique is
also applicable for a small structure.
26
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Fig.15 TEST CONFIGURATION OF T—PLATE
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Fig.17 POWER SPECTRUM OF FREQUENCY RESPONSE
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MODE
#
FREQUENCY(HZ) DAMPING(7o)
WITHOUT WITH WITHOUT WITH
1 2091.0 2087.3 0.260 0.321
2 2265.1 2260.8 0.266 0.251
3 2336.5 2336.2 0.270 0.240
4 2459.6 2422.4 0.214 0.254
5 2921.4 2
.
912.4 0.202 0.234
1	
6 1 1 30020-7 1 2980.6 1 0.176 0.2161
----------------------------------------------------------------
Table 2 MODAL PARAMETERS WITH AND WITHOUT ACCELROMETER
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4.2.2 FREQUENCY AND DAMPING
Using the least square complex exponetial algorithm
discussed in the previous chapter , frequencies and dampings
were estimated. The results are shown in Table 3.
+----------------------------------------------••--------------+
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Table 3 FREQUENCIES AND DAMPINGS
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MOOS
#
FREQUENCY(HZ) DAMPING"N
ACOUSTIC VIBRATION ACOUSTIC VIBRATION
1 2086.3 2086.0 0.199 0.193
2 2260.2 2260.5 0.184 0.184
3 2334.4 2335.2 0.193 0.178
4 ~ 2420.4 241*8.7 0.215 0.246
.5
^291^0:3 291 Z :6 0.206 0.187
6 2978.7 2980.0 0.242 0.191
jP
AORIGINAL PANE E9
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4.2.3	 MODAL VECTOR
In this section, the results by the technique
discussed in the previous chapter nwill be shown.
Figure 18 she-3 the curve fitted data. Figure 19 to
Figure 24 show the mode shape of T-plate. Table 4 shows
the modal assurance criterion between the results f:•om
the acoustic and the vibration , and the modal mass.
Some modes have good correlation but some not. As
this reason the followings are cosidered,
(1) As some modes were very small , it was
difficult to correctly estimste so the results
have some errors. This would be able to be
refered to both of the acoustic and the vibration.
(2) For some modes , the acoustic radiation model
used in this paper may not be applicable.
For the purpose of checking the accuracy of the
results from the technique in this paper , the attempts
shown in the next section were tried.
4.2.4 ACCURACY VERIFICATION
First trial was that the frequency response were
_. predi_ated..4t..the_. different. microphone . position, from that
where the 'results ^were^ ^esimated , -by' using the modal
parameters. The results were shown in Figure 25 to 2T
-^' Neit, the'^structure was- modified by adding the mass
to ,the paint 96.a3 shown in Figure 15. And the
frequency response were predicted at the microphone
position 1 by using the modal parameters obtained by
this technique. The rersults were shown in Table 5 and
Figure 28 to 30 .
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Fig.18 CURVE FITTED DATA (response
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Fig.19 MODE SHAPE
	 (T-PLATE)
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Fig.22 MODE SHAPE 4 (T—PLATE)
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Fig.24 MODE SHAPE 6 (T-PLATE)
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E
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-
i  MODAL MASS {* Kg m)
=
i
MODE
Y#	 ACOUSTIC	 1 "VIBRATION M.A.C. 
j !	 1	 ' ! 0.151	 3.140	 ! 0.782
2	 j 0.402 	 0.108 0.885
3	 1 ! 0.204	 0.206 0.924
4 0.116	 0.102 -0.948
€
5	 ;, 0.151	 0.111 0.941
6 0.1'6	 0.153 0.924 E
_ SCALING" METHOD; VECTOR LENGTH UNITY
----------------------------------- =---------------------------
Table 4	 M.A.C. AND MODAL MASS
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Fig.17 FREQUENCY RESPONSE ( Input No.uot :Response MIC2)
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Fig.18 FREQUENCY RESPONSE (Input No.S2 :Response MIC2)
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Fig.19 FREQUENCY RESPONSE (Input No. jaZ :Response MIC2)
T
MODE ORIGINAL
(HZ)
MODIFIED (HZ)
EXPER-ANALYSIS
ACOUSTIC	 VIBRATION
2086.3 2082.8 2086.0 2086.0
2 2260.2 2255.5 2259.9 2257.1
3 2334.4 2333.8 2334.0 2334.1
4 2420.4 2387.7 2387.3 2383.2
5 2910.3 2908.1 2909.6 2910.0
2978.7 1 2957.4 2967.8 1 2965.9
i
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i
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Table 5 MODIFIED FREQUENCY
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Fig.29 FREQUENCY RESPONSE (Input No.72 :Response MIC1)
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The acoustic modal program system is based on the RTE
modal program system of the University of Cincinnati ,
therefore it is almost the same as the modal system. But
some programs have the different functions and the project
file structure is different. The different programs and the.
project file structure will be shown below.
PROJECT FILE STRUCTURE
FIRST WORK TRACK
FIRST WORD	 LAST WORD
1 2047
2048 2303
2304 4351
4352 5119
5120 6144
DESCRIPTION
COMMON
COMPONENT INFORMATION
COORDINATE INFORMATICN
DISPLAY SEQUENCE INFORMATION
FREQUENCY/DAMPING INFORMATION
SECOND WORK TRACK
3000 =' :.	 RESIDUAL MASS/FLEXIBILITY
	3001
	
6000	 MODAL VECTOR ONE
	
6001	 6144	 AVAILABLE
THIRD WORK TRACK
	
1	 3000
	
MODAL VE. TOR TWO
	
3001
	
6000	 MODAL VECTOR THREE
	
6001	 6144
	
AVAILABLE
FOURTH WORK TRACK
	
1	 3000
	
MODAL VECTOR FOUR
	
3001	 6000
	
MODAL VECTOR FIVE
	
6001	 6144	 AVAILABLE
L	
B-1
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=
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FIFTH WORK TRACK
1	 3000 MODAL VECTOR SIX
'- 3001	 6000 MODAL VECTOR SEVEN
6001	 6144 AVAILABLE
SIXTH WORK TRACK
1	 3000 MODAL VECTOR EIGHT
3001	 6000 MODAL VECTOR NINE
6001	 6144 AVAILABLE
SEVENTH WORK TRACK
1	 3000 MODAL VECTOR TEN
3001	 6144 AVAILABLE
EIHGTH WORK TRACK
1	 4010 ACOUSTIC MODEL ARRAYS
} 4011	 6144 AVAILABLE
NINTH WORK TRACK
1	 4010 ACOUSTIC MODEL ARRAYS
4011	 6144 AVAILABLE
TENTH.WORK,TRACK
1	 4010 ACOUSTIC MODEL ARRAYS
4011	 6144 AVAILABLE
ELEVENTH WORK TRACK
1	 4010 ACOUSTIC MODEL ARRAYS
	 i
4011	 6144 AVAILABLE
i
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TWELVETH WORK TRACK
	
1	 4608
	
4609	 6144
THIRTEENTH WORK TRACK
	
1	 3072
	
3073	 6144
MEASUREMENT DIRECTORY
AVAILABLE
DISPLAY/BUFFER ARRAYS
AVAILABLE
ACOUSTIC MODAL STRUCTURE
MONITOR PROG
I	 ACSTC
INITIALIZATION
INITA
` ESTIMATION	 SYNTHESIS	 IN''UT^OUTPUT;	 M.A.C.	 j PREIrICTION
VECTOR
AD F2A
f
I
AD Fla
B-3
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